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The Mathematics of Geometry and 
Measurement

Geometry:  The mathematics of the properties, 
measurement, and relationships of points, lines 
angles, surfaces and solids

Ancient Greek:  Geo = Earth, Metric = measure

As you enter class:  Sort the 
pile of shapes on your table 
and label and define each 
group
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What is due Today

Reading for Today’s Discussion: 
VDW Chapter 19: Developing Measurement Concepts (  Angie )
and 
Chapter 20: Geometric Thinking and Geometric Concepts (Jess)  

And TCM article Isometric Geometry ( Gloria )

1.  Observation 2
2.  Tangram investigation  bring to class

if you have this ruler and you want to convert 9 cm to inches what ratio could you 
multiply 9 cm by to find the same measurement in inches?

Measure these objects: 
1 5/8 in

1 in

1 in

1 in 1 in
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van Hiele Level to describe students 
geometric thinking

Level 1:  Recognition - identify shapes and figures only on 
the basis of appearance 
(no recognition or understanding of properties and orientation affects 
how they view shapes) - shape sort activity
Level 2:  Analysis - analyze shapes based on properties 
and attributes, generalizations begin - properties of shapes
Level 3:  Informal Deduction - generalize relationships 
between various shapes - justify using minimal facts - 
venn diagram for quadrilaterals
Level 4:  Formal Deduction - justify using deductive 
reasoning, proofs (secondary) - do the diagonals split a rectangle into 4 
congruent parts?

Level 5:  Rigor - different types of systems of geometry 
and axiomatic systems (post - secondary)- the sum of the angles of a 
triangle are 180 degrees is this the same on a sphere?
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AREA FORMULAS  they do not come from the math gods
Children should never use formulas without participating in the 
development of those formulas (VDW)

Rectangle Area = base x height

`
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Chapter 19:  Measurement
non standard to standard
Estimation and approximation

length
perimeter
area
volume
weight
time
money
angle

Chapter 20: Geometric concepts
Spatial Sense
Geometric Reasoning
Van Hiele Levels for Geometric thought;

learning about shapes, properties of shapes, definitions, proofs and justifications
Transformations - tangrams helped with this
Location
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Isometric Geometry
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Math Forum  Problem of the Week
Tangrams [Problem #4531]

Tangrams have been a popular puzzle for a long time. A set consists of one 
small square, one parallelogram, and triangles of three different sizes. All seven 
pieces can fit together to form a large square.
1. How many of the small triangles would it take to cover the large 

square?
2. Pretend that each small triangle costs 5¢, based on its area. How much 

would each of the other pieces cost?
3. What would be the value of the complete set?
Be sure to explain how you solved the problem.
If you don't have a set of Tangrams to use for solving this problem, you can 
print and cut out the pieces at http://mathforum.org/pow/support/funpow/
tangrampieces.html

You may wish to use the Virtual Tangrams from the National Library of 
Virtual Manipulatives to help you solve the problem.

Extras:
1. What fraction of the area of the large square is each piece?
2. What percent of the total area of the large square is made up of 

triangles? Explain.
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TANGRAM HW Continued
1. In your opinion, what do you think is the goal of this task? Explain.

2. What grade do you think this task is for? Explain.

3. Based on your answer on #2 and #3, identify a Common Core State Standard for Mathematics 
(CCSSM) that this problem task could be aligned to. Why did you choose that standard? 
Explain. 

4. Based on your own understanding of assessment at this time – create a rubric or some kind of 
tool to assess this task and bring to class to share

Now using your tool/rubric:  grade one of your classmates homework 
based on your tool/rubric and provide feedback.

Discuss:
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What is due next week:

VDW Chapter 14:  Algebraic Thinking: 
Generalizations, Patterns, and Functions

1. Observation 3   
2. Triangle Trains 
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Triangular Trains

Using equilateral triangles, what would be the perimeter of a Triangle Train if it had “n” 
triangles in it?

Be systematic! 

1.  Build trains of various lengths and write a rule that you might use to calculate the 
perimeter of a train of 10 triangles, a train of 101 triangles.

2.  Generalize to “n” triangles.
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Project 2 is coming up 
We are members of PS 320

You are teachers at this school doing planning 
You comprise of different grade teams, working on different topics.  You 
will work on a unit plan together which we will talk in more detail about 
next week and from that unit each teacher will teach one lesson snapshot.
Here are your teaching assignments
Your unit plan will include: 
Part I (Completed with your GRADE TEAM)
a) Mathematics Learning Segment Overview (Template Provided)

• Central focus needs to be address – this is one of the big milestones from project 1 and should support students to develop 
conceptual understanding, procedural fluency, and mathematical reasoning/problemsolving skills.

• A connection to the New York State Common Core Standards for Mathematics
• Brief description of the lesson objectives for each lesson in the unit
• Instructional strategies and Learning tasks for each lesson in the unit – some of the instructional strategies may be connected 

to milestones mentioned in project 1
• Finally (Formative and/or Summative) Assessment must be described for each lesson in the unit
• There should be a connection to the milestones and big ideas from project 1

• b) A chart/outline/diagram that describes how much time the entire learning segment would take to complete 
> and how much time the individual lessons would take within this time frame

so we should have at least 1 team per grade
2 1st grade teams (*combinations, comparison), 1 2nd grade (graphs), 3rd grade (x equal sets, time), 4th grade 
(patterns), 5th grade (multiplication and division arrays - distributive property) - I need a fraction group.
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Learning Segment Overview
Identify a learning segment:  Review the curriculum with your team 
and select a learning segment of 3–5 consecutive lessons (or, about 
3–5 hours of connected instruction) The student formative 
assessment will be included in this segment.

Identify a central focus along with the content standards and 
objectives taught in the learning segment and assessed in this task. 
The central focus should support students to develop conceptual 
understanding, procedural fluency, and mathematical reasoning/
problemsolving skills.

Learning Segment Overview Template.docx

For Next Week:  Your Team will begin to Draft out the 
Learning segment overview

Part I of Redesigning a Unit Plan
a) Mathematics Learning Segment Overview (Template Provided)

• Central focus needs to be address – this is one of the big milestones 
from project 1 and should support students to develop conceptual 
understanding, procedural fluency, and mathematical reasoning/
problemsolving skills.

• A connection to the New York State Common Core Standards for 
Mathematics

• Brief description of the lesson objectives for each lesson in the unit
• Instructional strategies and Learning tasks for each lesson in the unit 

– some of the instructional strategies may be connected to milestones 
mentioned in project 1

• Finally (Formative and/or Summative) Assessment must be described 
for each lesson in the unit

• The milestones from project 1 should be connected to the individual 
lessons of your unit.  

• b) A chart/outline/diagram that describes how much time the entire 
learning segment would take to complete and how much time the 
individual lessons would take within this time frame
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Project #1
Analysis of a Mathematics Lesson


This project will focus on what is involved in students becoming mathematically competent.  This assignment will involve carefully mapping the mathematics of a lesson and how the children learn the mathematics.  Lessons can cover topics related to counting, measurement, base 10, geometry and algebraic reasoning.

		You may use many additional resources for this task such resources as the Fosnot and Dolk text, Geist text, Van de Walle’s text, TERC (K-6), EveryDay Mathematics (K-5), or Singapore Math Curriculum, illuminations, and others. These and other materials are on the CCNY campus in NAC 3/217 (and there are additional materials in NAC 3/218) available for your use, but they cannot be removed from these rooms. The room 3/217 will be open as a library several hours a week?  There are also curriculum materials available for sign out from my office (NAC 3/209A). Additionally, you may find the NCTM, CCSMS or New York Standards (websites) helpful or any of the other websites mentioned in the syllabus. 





In doing any sort of mapping, one of the first things you might do is determine the landmarks and the distances that are of importance to you and others (think about making a map of your living room for placement of new furniture). In mapping a mathematics topic these landmarks might correspond to, for example, the big ideas of number, the strategies of multiplication, the properties of geometric shapes, and the representations of fractions. All in conjunction with the prior knowledge associated with these topics and the strategies used to get to these big ideas.  How you choose to portray these landmarks is up to you and I do not expect you to necessarily distinguish between big ideas, strategies, and models at this point in the course. 

The second phase of this project is to connect your ideas into a "learning trajectory." This will be, in a sense, a plan for learning the mathematics or how it is learned and made sense of. In the “furniture” example above, who reads or follows this map may use different parts such as the dimensions of room, furniture size, distance between, etc. 

To summarize:  Using a lesson as part of a Mathematics unit

1.  Make a list of mathematics milestones you would expect a child at that grade level to master at the end of a unit that contains this lesson. For each milestone you list give a concrete example. For example, if your milestone is one more than, you might give for your example a model for 7+1=, 8+1= or even 8+__=9.  This part should be an edited look at the lesson – the prior knowledge, the developing knowledge and mastery.

2.  Take your big ideas/milestones and arrange them in a mapping, web, or description that shows how the ideas are connected. You do not need to write up teaching activities - that will be part of the final project - however, give, in terms of the mathematics, explicit statements, even when it is obvious, for each link in the learning process.  

3.  Along with the above arrangement – explain in brief why you chose to connect things the way you did 
– what was your overall thinking behind counting.  This is a bit like a reflection on the project


Project #1 Grading Criteria/Rubric


		

		Accomplished

		Satisfactory

		Unsatisfactory



		Knows and understands major concepts and procedures of prek – 2nd grade mathematics 


List of Milestones
(50%)

		Demonstrates knowledge of and understanding of the major concepts and procedures of prek-2nd grade mathematics by detailing both primary and secondary developmental milestones for the chosen grade level and topic related to counting


Demonstrates knowledge of and understanding of major concepts and procedures for the mathematics by thoughtfully and comprehensively representing, through examples, the mathematics lesson  

		Demonstrates knowledge and understanding of the major concepts and procedures of prek-2nd grade mathematics by providing an adequate list of developmental milestones for the chosen grade level and topic related to counting  


Demonstrates knowledge and understanding of major concepts and procedures for the mathematics by providing, through examples, an adequate representation of the chosen mathematics lesson

		Missing critical developmental milestones for the chosen grade level and topic 


Missing key aspects of the chosen mathematics lesson 



		Knows and understands the reasoning processes of prek-2nd grade mathematics


Learning Trajectory/Mapping
(30%)

		Demonstrates knowledge of and understanding of the reasoning processes of prek-2nd grade mathematics through description and explanation of linkages among the concepts  


Investigates the possibility of children simultaneously mastering several milestones, of children re-visiting milestones. 


Organized for useful future retrieval and reference 

		Demonstrates knowledge and understanding of the reasoning processes of prek-2nd grade mathematics by providing an adequate description and explanation of linkages among the concepts  


Organized and clear 

		Sketchy description of the linkages among milestones. 


Poorly organized 


  



		Reflection on arrangement of mapping


(20%)

		Reflects thoughtfully about the connections and topics of the mathematical content chosen


Uses resources to support reflection and ideas

		Reflects about the connections and topics of the mathematical content chosen


Limited or no use of resources to support reflections and ideas

		Reflection missing or cursory
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Project #1
Analysis of a Mathematics Lesson


This project will focus on what is involved in students becoming mathematically competent.  This assignment will involve carefully mapping the mathematics of a lesson and how the children learn the mathematics.  Lessons can cover any topics related to the mathematics learned in 1st – 6th grade.

		You may use many additional resources for this task such resources as the Fosnot and Dolk text, Van de Walle’s text, TERC (K-6), Engage NY.org (K-5), or Singapore Math Curriculum, illuminations, and others. These and other materials are on the CCNY campus in NAC 3/217 (and there are additional materials in NAC 3/218) available for your use, but they cannot be removed from these rooms. There are also curriculum materials available for sign out from my office (NAC 3/209A). Additionally, you may find the NCTM, CCSMS or New York Standards (websites) helpful or any of the other websites mentioned in the syllabus. 





In doing any sort of mapping, one of the first things you might do is determine the landmarks and the distances that are of importance to you and others (think about making a map of your living room for placement of new furniture). In mapping a mathematics topic these landmarks might correspond to, for example, the big ideas of number, the strategies of multiplication, the properties of geometric shapes, and the representations of fractions. All in conjunction with the prior knowledge associated with these topics and the strategies used to get to these big ideas.  How you choose to portray these Big ideas is up to you and I do not expect you to necessarily distinguish between big ideas, strategies, and models at this point in the course. 

The second phase of this project is to connect your ideas into a "learning trajectory." This will be, in a sense, a plan for learning the mathematics or how it is learned and made sense of. In the “furniture” example above, who reads or follows this map may use different parts such as the dimensions of room, furniture size, distance between, etc. 

To summarize:  Using a lesson as part of a larger Mathematics unit – determine the big ideas of that lesson

1.  Make a list of mathematics milestones you would expect a child at that grade level to master at the end of a unit that contains this lesson. For each milestone you list give a concrete example. For example, if your milestone is one more than, you might give for your example a model for 7+1=, 8+1= or even 8+__=9.  This part should be an annotated look at the lesson – the prior knowledge, the developing knowledge and mastery.

2.  Take your big ideas/milestones and arrange them in a mapping, web, or description that shows how the ideas are connected. You do not need to write up teaching activities - that will be part of the second project - however, give, in terms of the mathematics, explicit statements, even when it is obvious, for each link in the learning process.  

3.  Along with the above arrangement – explain in brief why you chose to connect things the way you did   for example what was your overall thinking behind counting. Why do you see cardinality connected to one to one tagging.

Project #1 Grading Criteria/Rubric


		

		Accomplished

		Satisfactory

		Needs to Improve



		1. Knows and understands major concepts and procedures of 1 – 6 grade mathematics 


List of Milestones


(50%)

		Demonstrates knowledge of and understanding of the major concepts and procedures of elementary mathematics by detailing both primary and secondary developmental milestones for the chosen grade level and topic.


And by thoughtfully and comprehensively representing, through examples, the mathematics lesson

		Demonstrates knowledge and understanding of the major concepts and procedures of elementary mathematics by providing an adequate list of developmental milestones for the chosen grade level and topic related to counting.


And by providing, through examples, an adequate representation of the chosen mathematics lesson

		Missing critical developmental milestones for the chosen grade level and topic 


Missing key aspects of the chosen mathematics lesson



		2. Knows and understands the reasoning processes of 1 -6 grade mathematics


Learning Trajectory/Mapping


(30%)

		Demonstrates knowledge of and understanding of the reasoning processes of the mathematics through description and explanation of linkages among the concepts 


Investigates the possibility of children simultaneously mastering several milestones, of children re-visiting milestones. 


Organized for useful future retrieval and reference

		Demonstrates knowledge and understanding of the reasoning processes of mathematics by providing an adequate description and explanation of linkages among the concepts 


Organized and clear

		Sketchy description of the linkages among milestones. 


Poorly organized



		3. Reflection on arrangement of mapping


(20%)

		Reflects thoughtfully about the connections and topics of the mathematical content chosen.


Uses resources to support reflection and ideas

		Reflects about the connections and topics of the mathematical content chosen


Limited or no use of resources to support reflections and ideas

		Reflection missing or cursory
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Lesson 10 

Objective:  Use math drawings to represent additions with up to two compositions and relate drawings to the addition algorithm.



Suggested Lesson Structure

Application Problem	(6 minutes) 

Fluency Practice	(13 minutes) 

Concept Development	(31 minutes) 

Student Debrief	(10 minutes) 

	Total Time	(60 minutes)

Application Problem  (6 minutes)

Benjie has 36 crayons.  Ana has 12 fewer crayons than Benjie.  

a. How many crayons does Ana have?  

b. How many crayons do they have altogether? 

Note:  This problem is intended for guided practice to help students gain familiarity with the compare with smaller unknown problem type.  The numbers are intentionally small to allow students to focus on the relationship between the numbers.  

Fluency Practice  (13 minutes)

Compensation  2.NBT.5				(4 minutes)

Sprint:  Addition Crossing Tens  2.OA.2, 2.NBT.5	(9 minutes)

Compensation  (4 minutes)

Note:  This fluency drill reviews the mental math strategy of compensation.  By making a multiple of 10, students solve a much simpler addition problem.  Draw a number bond for the first problem on the board to help students visualize the decomposition.

T:	(Write 42 + 19 = _____.)  Let’s use a mental math strategy to add.  How much more does 19 need to make the next ten?

S:	1 more.

T:	Where can 19 get 1 more from?

S:	From the 42!

T:	Take 1 from 42 and give it to 19.  Say the new number sentence with the answer.

S:	41 + 20 = 61.

T:	37 + 19.

S:	36 + 20 = 56.

Continue with the following possible sequence:  29 + 23, 38 + 19, 32 + 19, 24 + 17, 34 + 19.

Sprint:  Addition Crossing Tens  (9 minutes)

Materials:	(S) Addition Crossing Tens Sprint

Note:  This Sprint builds fluency with adding when crossing the next ten using mental strategies.

Concept Development  (31 minutes)



NOTES ON 
MULTIPLE MEANS OF ACTION AND EXPRESSION:

Since it is important to teach precision when drawing chips and aligning digits, students should use a pencil and paper, which allows for greater accuracy than a white board marker.  As they work through each problem step-by-step, students can highlight each column on the place value chart and on the written addition.  Also, if a student continues to struggle with place value understanding, the teacher may wish to highlight the ones, tens, and hundreds columns in different colors.





Materials:	(S) Math journals or paper

As students learn to make math drawings like the chip model to represent the written vertical method, it is important to emphasize precision in aligning digits in their proper place, drawing number disks in clear 5-groups, and showing new groups below in the correct place. 

Problem 1:  126 + 160 

T:	(Write 126 + 160 vertically.  Draw two long vertical lines, which serve as the place value chart, next to the written addition.  See image at right.)

T:	Let’s show one part.  How many hundreds in 126? 

S:	1 hundred.

T:	(Draw 1 hundred.)  How many tens?MP.6



S:	2 tens.  (Count tens as the teacher draws.)

T:	How many ones?

S:	6 ones.  (Count ones as the teacher draws.)

T:	Let’s count the first part to be sure our model is correct.

S:	100, 110, 120, 121, 122, 123, 124, 125, 126.
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T:	Now, let’s show the other part.  (Repeat the process to model 160.)

Lesson #:	Lesson Name EXACTLY G2-M5-TB-L10

Date:	9/8/14
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Lesson 10:	Use math drawings to represent additions with up to two 

	compositions and relate drawings to the addition algorithm.
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T:	Let’s count the second part to check our model.

S:	100, 110, 120, 130, 140, 150, 160.

T:	It’s important that our model matches the problem we’re solving.

T:	Now, let’s solve the problem.  6 ones + 0 ones?

S:	6 ones!

T: 	Do we make a new ten? 

S:	No!

T:	So we write the number of ones, 6, below the line in the ones place.

T:	2 tens + 6 tens?MP.6



S:	8 tens!

T:	Do we make a new hundred?

S:	No!

T:	So we write the number of tens, 8, below the line in the tens place.

T:	1 hundred + 1 hundred?

S:	2 hundreds!

T:	We write the number of hundreds, 2, below the line in the hundreds place.  Read the problem with me.

S:	126 + 160 = 286.

T:	Did we need to bundle units in this problem?  Why or why not?  Discuss with your partner.

S:	6 + 0 and 2 + 6 don’t equal 10, and you only bundle when there are partners to ten or more.   The ones didn’t make a ten and the tens didn’t make a hundred.   First, I looked in the ones column, and 6 plus 0 doesn’t make a new ten.  Then, I looked in the tens column, and 20 plus 60 isn’t enough to make a new hundred. 

T:	Now, explain to your partner how the drawing matches the written addition.  Explain your thinking using place value language. 

Problem 2:  326 + 167

T:	Let’s work through another problem together in your math journal.  Turn your journal so the lines are already vertical on the page for easy setup.  (Repeat the above process to model 326 + 167.)

T:	Let’s begin by adding the ones.  Look at the written addition and the model.  Tell your partner what you notice.  How are they the same?

S:	They both show 6 and 7.    They show the same parts.    They both show 13 ones, but one is dots and the other is numbers.

T:	Aha!  They show the same total and that total is 13!  What do we do now?

S:	Bundle 10 ones as 1 ten!   Compose a ten!   Rename 13 ones as 1 ten 3 ones!

T:	Excellent!  Remember, what we do on the model, we do to the numbers.  We composed a ten, so we circle the 10 ones and draw an arrow into the tens place, where we draw the new unit of 10.  (See image at right.)

T:	Using the algorithm, we show this new unit of 10 by writing a 1 on the line below the tens place.  This way we remember to add it in when we count the tens.

T:	We write 3 below the line in the ones place.  When we look at the model, we see there are 3 dots left.

T:	Now let’s add the tens.  Remember to add the new unit.  (Point to the model.)  2 tens + 6 tens + 1 ten is...?



NOTES ON 
MULTIPLE MEANS OF ENGAGEMENT:

Use a simple rhythm or jingle to help students remember the key concept of composing a new unit.  For example: 

· “Add your ones up first!  Make a bundle if you can!”

· “Add your tens up next!  Make a bundle if you can!”





S:	9 tens!

T:	Did we make a new hundred?

S:	No!

T:	So we write 9 tens below the line in the tens place.

T:	And now let’s add our hundreds. 3 hundreds + 1 hundred is...?

S:	4 hundreds!

T:	We record the digit 4 below the line in the hundreds place.  Read the entire problem.

S:	326 + 167 = 493.

T:	How does each step in the drawing match what we do in the written addition?  Talk with your partner.  Explain your thinking using place value language.  

T:	Now, it’s your turn.  Draw a model and use it to solve 462 + 284.  I’ll walk around to see how it’s going.

Follow the above procedure to guide students as they write 462 + 284 vertically, model it, and solve.  Remind students to be precise in lining up the digits and in drawing their number disks in neat 5-groups.  Have them use place value language to explain each action they take on their model and how it is represented in the written addition.

Repeat the process for 487 + 345 with two renamings.  Continue to support struggling students, but as students demonstrate proficiency, instruct them to work on the Problem Set independently. 

Problem Set  (10 minutes) 

Students should do their personal best to complete the Problem Set within the allotted 10 minutes.  For some classes, it may be appropriate to modify the assignment by specifying which problems they work on first.  Some problems do not specify a method for solving.  Students solve these problems using the RDW approach used for Application Problems.

Student Debrief  (10 minutes)

Lesson Objective:  Use math drawings to represent additions with up to two compositions and relate drawings to the addition algorithm.

The Student Debrief is intended to invite reflection and active processing of the total lesson experience.  

Invite students to review their solutions for the Problem Set.  They should check work by comparing answers with a partner before going over answers as a class.  Look for misconceptions or misunderstandings that can be addressed in the Debrief.  Guide students in a conversation to debrief the Problem Set and process the lesson.  

You may choose to use any combination of the questions below to lead the discussion.

Explain to your partner how you solved Problem 1(a) using the chip model and the written method.  How could you solve this problem differently using a simplifying strategy?

For Problem 1(b), how did you know whether or not to bundle a new unit of 10 or 100? 

For Problem 1(c), where did you write the new ten or hundred in the written addition?  How did the algorithm match your chip model?  How was this different from Problem 1(b)?

What was interesting about Problem 1(d)?  Could you have solved this problem mentally using your understanding of place value?  

Jade uses place value language to argue that the answer to Problem 2(a), 546 + 162, is 6 hundreds, 10 tens, 8 ones.  Sam says that it is 7 hundreds, 8 ones.  Who is correct?  How do you know? 

How did you solve Problem 2(a)?  How did you change your place value chart to show Problem 2(b)?  Did you compose a new unit of 10 or 100 in both problems?

Exit Ticket  (3 minutes)

After the Student Debrief, instruct students to complete the Exit Ticket.  A review of their work will help you assess the students’ understanding of the concepts that were presented in the lesson today and plan more effectively for future lessons.  You may read the questions aloud to the students.
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Name   							  	Date  				



1. Solve using the written method and draw chips on the place value chart.  Bundle as needed. 

Hundreds	            Tens         	Ones



     117 + 170 = _______

















      217 + 173 = ________Hundreds	            Tens         	Ones



















Hundreds	            Tens         	Ones



      371 + 133 = _______













Hundreds	            Tens         	Ones



  504 + 269 = _______

















2. Solve by drawing chips and a place value chart.  Bundle when needed. 



a. 546 + 192 = _______



















b. 546 + 275 = _______
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Name   							  	Date  				



Solve by drawing chips on a place value chart.  Bundle as needed. 



1. 436 + 509 = ________




















2. 584 + 361 = ________
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Name   							  	Date  				



1. Solve using the written method and draw chips on the place value chart.  Bundle as needed. 



124 + 260 = ______Hundreds	            Tens         	Ones



















426 + 324 = ______Hundreds	            Tens         	Ones



















362 + 243 = ______Hundreds	            Tens         	Ones



















Hundreds	            Tens         	Ones



606 + 294 = _______

















2. Solve by drawing chips and a place value chart.  Bundle when needed. 



a. 372 + 118 = _______



















b. 248 + 233 = _______
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Project #1
Analysis of a Mathematics Lesson


This project will focus on what is involved in students becoming mathematically competent.  This assignment will involve carefully mapping the mathematics of a lesson and how the children learn the mathematics.  Lessons can cover any topics related to the mathematics learned in 1st – 6th grade.

		You may use many additional resources for this task such resources as the Fosnot and Dolk text, Van de Walle’s text, TERC (K-6), Engage NY.org (K-5), or Singapore Math Curriculum, illuminations, and others. These and other materials are on the CCNY campus in NAC 3/217 (and there are additional materials in NAC 3/218) available for your use, but they cannot be removed from these rooms. There are also curriculum materials available for sign out from my office (NAC 3/209A). Additionally, you may find the NCTM, CCSMS or New York Standards (websites) helpful or any of the other websites mentioned in the syllabus. 





In doing any sort of mapping, one of the first things you might do is determine the landmarks and the distances that are of importance to you and others (think about making a map of your living room for placement of new furniture). In mapping a mathematics topic these landmarks might correspond to, for example, the big ideas of number, the strategies of multiplication, the properties of geometric shapes, and the representations of fractions. All in conjunction with the prior knowledge associated with these topics and the strategies used to get to these big ideas.  How you choose to portray these Big ideas is up to you and I do not expect you to necessarily distinguish between big ideas, strategies, and models at this point in the course. 

The second phase of this project is to connect your ideas into a "learning trajectory." This will be, in a sense, a plan for learning the mathematics or how it is learned and made sense of. In the “furniture” example above, who reads or follows this map may use different parts such as the dimensions of room, furniture size, distance between, etc. 

To summarize:  Using a lesson as part of a larger Mathematics unit – determine the big ideas of that lesson

1.  Make a list of mathematics milestones you would expect a child at that grade level to master by the end of a unit that contains this lesson. For each milestone you list give a concrete example. For example, if your milestone is one more than, you might give for your example a model for 7+1=, 8+1= or even 8+__=9.  This part should be an annotated look at the lesson – the prior knowledge, the developing knowledge and mastery.

2.  Take your big ideas/milestones and arrange them in a mapping, web, or description that shows how the ideas are connected. You do not need to write up teaching activities - that will be part of the second project - however, give, in terms of the mathematics, explicit statements, even when it is obvious, for each link in the learning process.  

3.  Along with the above arrangement – explain in brief why you chose to connect things the way you did   for example what was your overall thinking behind counting. Why do you see cardinality connected to one to one tagging.

Project #1 Grading Criteria/Rubric


		

		Accomplished

		Satisfactory

		Needs to Improve



		1. Knows and understands major concepts and procedures of 1 – 6 grade mathematics 


List of Milestones


(50%)

		Demonstrates knowledge of and understanding of the major concepts and procedures of elementary mathematics by detailing both primary and secondary developmental milestones for the chosen grade level and topic.


And by thoughtfully and comprehensively representing, through examples, the mathematics lesson

		Demonstrates knowledge and understanding of the major concepts and procedures of elementary mathematics by providing an adequate list of developmental milestones for the chosen grade level and topic related to counting.


And by providing, through examples, an adequate representation of the chosen mathematics lesson

		Missing critical developmental milestones for the chosen grade level and topic 


Missing key aspects of the chosen mathematics lesson



		2. Knows and understands the reasoning processes of 1 -6 grade mathematics


Learning Trajectory/Mapping


(30%)

		Demonstrates knowledge of and understanding of the reasoning processes of the mathematics through description and explanation of linkages among the concepts 


Investigates the possibility of children simultaneously mastering several milestones, of children re-visiting milestones. 


Organized for useful future retrieval and reference

		Demonstrates knowledge and understanding of the reasoning processes of mathematics by providing an adequate description and explanation of linkages among the concepts 


Organized and clear

		Sketchy description of the linkages among milestones. 


Poorly organized



		3. Reflection on arrangement of mapping


(20%)

		Reflects thoughtfully about the connections and topics of the mathematical content chosen.


Uses resources to support reflection and ideas

		Reflects about the connections and topics of the mathematical content chosen


Limited or no use of resources to support reflections and ideas

		Reflection missing or cursory
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Project #1
Analysis of a Mathematics Lesson


This project will focus on what is involved in students becoming mathematically competent.  This assignment will involve carefully mapping the mathematics of a lesson and how the children learn the mathematics.  Lessons can cover any topics related to the mathematics learned in 1st – 6th grade.

		You may use many additional resources for this task such resources as the Fosnot and Dolk text, Van de Walle’s text, TERC (K-6), Engage NY.org (K-5), or Singapore Math Curriculum, illuminations, and others. These and other materials are on the CCNY campus in NAC 3/217 (and there are additional materials in NAC 3/218) available for your use, but they cannot be removed from these rooms. There are also curriculum materials available for sign out from my office (NAC 3/209A). Additionally, you may find the NCTM, CCSMS or New York Standards (websites) helpful or any of the other websites mentioned in the syllabus. 





In doing any sort of mapping, one of the first things you might do is determine the landmarks and the distances that are of importance to you and others (think about making a map of your living room for placement of new furniture). In mapping a mathematics topic these landmarks might correspond to, for example, the big ideas of number, the strategies of multiplication, the properties of geometric shapes, and the representations of fractions. All in conjunction with the prior knowledge associated with these topics and the strategies used to get to these big ideas.  How you choose to portray these Big ideas is up to you and I do not expect you to necessarily distinguish between big ideas, strategies, and models at this point in the course. 

The second phase of this project is to connect your ideas into a "learning trajectory." This will be, in a sense, a plan for learning the mathematics or how it is learned and made sense of. In the “furniture” example above, who reads or follows this map may use different parts such as the dimensions of room, furniture size, distance between, etc. 

To summarize:  Using a lesson as part of a larger Mathematics unit – determine the big ideas of that lesson

1.  Make a list of mathematics milestones you would expect a child at that grade level to master at the end of a unit that contains this lesson. For each milestone you list give a concrete example. For example, if your milestone is one more than, you might give for your example a model for 7+1=, 8+1= or even 8+__=9.  This part should be an annotated look at the lesson – the prior knowledge, the developing knowledge and mastery.

2.  Take your big ideas/milestones and arrange them in a mapping, web, or description that shows how the ideas are connected. You do not need to write up teaching activities - that will be part of the second project - however, give, in terms of the mathematics, explicit statements, even when it is obvious, for each link in the learning process.  

3.  Along with the above arrangement – explain in brief why you chose to connect things the way you did   for example what was your overall thinking behind counting. Why do you see cardinality connected to one to one tagging.

Project #1 Grading Criteria/Rubric


		

		Accomplished

		Satisfactory

		Needs to Improve



		1. Knows and understands major concepts and procedures of 1 – 6 grade mathematics 


List of Milestones


(50%)

		Demonstrates knowledge of and understanding of the major concepts and procedures of elementary mathematics by detailing both primary and secondary developmental milestones for the chosen grade level and topic.


And by thoughtfully and comprehensively representing, through examples, the mathematics lesson

		Demonstrates knowledge and understanding of the major concepts and procedures of elementary mathematics by providing an adequate list of developmental milestones for the chosen grade level and topic related to counting.


And by providing, through examples, an adequate representation of the chosen mathematics lesson

		Missing critical developmental milestones for the chosen grade level and topic 


Missing key aspects of the chosen mathematics lesson



		2. Knows and understands the reasoning processes of 1 -6 grade mathematics


Learning Trajectory/Mapping


(30%)

		Demonstrates knowledge of and understanding of the reasoning processes of the mathematics through description and explanation of linkages among the concepts 


Investigates the possibility of children simultaneously mastering several milestones, of children re-visiting milestones. 


Organized for useful future retrieval and reference

		Demonstrates knowledge and understanding of the reasoning processes of mathematics by providing an adequate description and explanation of linkages among the concepts 


Organized and clear

		Sketchy description of the linkages among milestones. 


Poorly organized



		3. Reflection on arrangement of mapping


(20%)

		Reflects thoughtfully about the connections and topics of the mathematical content chosen.


Uses resources to support reflection and ideas

		Reflects about the connections and topics of the mathematical content chosen


Limited or no use of resources to support reflections and ideas

		Reflection missing or cursory
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Context for Learning Information Directions: Respond to the prompts below (no more than 3 single-spaced pages, including prompts) by typing your responses within the brackets following each prompt. Do not delete or alter the prompts; both the prompts and your responses are included in the total page count allowed. Refer to the evidence chart in the handbook to ensure that this document complies with all format specifications. Pages exceeding the maximum will not be scored.

About the School Where You Are Teaching


1.
In what type of school do you teach?


Elementary school:  [  ]


Middle school:  [  ]

Urban:  [  ]

Suburban:  [  ]

Rural:  [  ]

2.
List any special features of your school or classroom setting (e.g., charter, co-teaching, themed magnet, classroom aide, bilingual, team taught with a special education teacher) that will affect your teaching in this learning segment.

[  ]

3. Describe any district, school, or cooperating teacher requirements or expectations that might affect your planning or delivery of instruction, such as required curricula, pacing plan, use of specific instructional strategies, or standardized tests.

[  ]

About the Class Featured in This Assessment


1.
How much time is devoted each day to mathematics instruction in your classroom? 

[  ]

2.
Is there any ability grouping or tracking in mathematics? If so, please describe how it affects your class.

[  ]

3.
Identify any textbook or instructional program you primarily use for mathematics instruction. If a textbook, please provide the title, publisher, and date of publication.

[  ]

4. List other resources (e.g., electronic whiteboard, manipulatives, online resources) you use for mathematics instruction in this class.

[  ]

About the Students in the Class Featured in This Assessment


1.
Grade level(s):  [  ]

2.
Number of


· students in the class  [  ]

· males  [  ]  females  [  ]

3.
Complete the chart below to summarize required or needed supports, accommodations, or modifications for your students that will affect your mathematics instruction in this learning segment. As needed, consult with your cooperating teacher to complete the chart. Some rows have been completed in italics as examples. Use as many rows as you need.


Consider the variety of learners in your class who may require different strategies/supports or accommodations/modifications to instruction or assessment (e.g., students with IEPs or 504 plans, English language learners, struggling readers, underperforming students or those with gaps in academic knowledge, and/or gifted students needing greater support or challenge).

		Students with Specific Learning Needs



		IEP/504 Plans: Classifications/Needs 

		Number of Students

		Supports, Accommodations, Modifications, Pertinent IEP Goals 



		Example: Visual processing 

		2

		Close monitoring, graph paper for 3 digit numbers



		

		

		



		

		

		



		

		

		



		Other Learning Needs

		Number of Students

		Supports, Accommodations, Modifications



		Example: Struggling readers

		5

		Provide oral explanations for directions and simplified text for word problems
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Segment Overview



		Central Focus: 















		State-adopted Content Standards

(or Common Core State Standards, if applicable):





		

		Learning

Objectives



		Instructional strategies and

learning tasks



		Formative and

Summative

Assessments





		Lesson 1















		

		

		



		Lesson 2















		

		

		



		Lesson 3













		

		

		



		Lesson 4

(Optional)







		

		

		



		Lesson 5

(Optional)
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